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Streetworks is a preventive program run by agencies that serve the inner city street-involved population of Edmonton. It exchanges clean needles, distributes condoms, and delivers a variety of nursing and health-education services. The program serves a community from which HIV/AIDS can be widely transmitted throughout Edmonton, northern, and native communities. At the time of our study, the program was primarily delivered through two fixed sites and an outreach van. Individuals who are intravenous drug users (IDU) and persons who work in the sex trade make up a large portion of the client contacts. In 1997 the program reported serving an estimated 400 discrete users per month, the majority of whom were native and unemployed; 73% of the program users exchanged needles.

Intravenous drug users are at considerable risk of becoming HIV positive and being infected with other blood-borne pathogens. The risk of becoming HIV infected arises through the large volume of injections with needles that are sometimes shared. Recent reports indicate that the number of HIV/AIDS cases continues to increase with a shift from male homosexuals to IDUs, women and Aboriginal people. From 1986 to 1996, in Alberta, the proportion of HIV-positive tested persons who were IDU increased from 10.6 to 26.4%. The discounted cost of treatment over an average survival period of 17 years of someone with HIV/AIDS has been estimated at $150,000. There is a potential for considerable cost savings to the health care systems through the reduction in the spread of HIV infection in a high risk IDU population.

We conducted a cost-effectiveness analysis of the impact of the Streetworks program on new needle-induced HIV infections. One of the intentions of the project was to collect primary data from the program and its clients.

LITERATURE SUMMARY

There have been very few economic studies of the exchange of needles for intravenous drug users (IDUs). Within this group of studies, there has been a considerable difference in how the investigators approached their analyses. Using a “behavioural” approach, investigators focused on the injecting and sharing behaviour of IDUs and their sharing partners. Alternatively, using a “needle-circulation” approach, investigators focused on the number of needles and risky inter-IDU contacts which these needles generated.

Using a third method of determining effectiveness, investigators compared HIV incidence rates in two cities, one with a needle exchange program and one without a program. All studies have resorted to “modeling” exercises, using data from a variety of different programs. Whatever the approach, the ratios of cost per HIV case averted have been shown to be very favourable (e.g., $16,600) in all cases far less than the cost of treating a case of HIV/AIDS in Canada.
METHODS

In order to collect the information required to carry out a cost-effectiveness analysis of the Streetworks program, the following steps were taken.

Survey of program users

Interview schedules are subject to the same criteria of reliability and validity as other measuring instruments. The survey which we used was developed and piloted with the assistance of members of the IDU community. An interview protocol related to needle-use practices was developed; it was administered by a psychologist and a social worker, both of whom had experience working with individuals from the inner city. To check on the validity of the responses, numerous questions designed to obtain the same information were phrased in different ways. The questioning was done in a relaxed, non-threatening manner to encourage truthfulness of response and to reduce response bias.

In the summer of 1997, Streetworks’ clients meeting inclusion criteria were randomly referred for interviews by the person operating the needle exchange. Individuals were approached at each of the two primary stationary sites and the van. Inclusion criteria were that they were able enough to be interviewed and were known users. We interviewed 100 Streetworks clients, each interview lasting approximately 15 minutes. The interviewees were paid $10.00 for participating in the study. All of the interviews were anonymous. Individuals were told that they didn’t have to answer any questions if they chose not to; however, no one exercised that option. Approximately 80% of the individuals who were asked to take the behavioural survey agreed to do so. Those who refused usually cited time constraints.

Questions relating to needle use

The questions were designed to find out the amount of needle sharing that is presently occurring and what would occur if there weren’t a needle exchange program. An attempt was also made to assess the degree of effective needle cleaning that was taking place as well as the number of injections. Respondents were asked questions such as, “When was the last time you fixed?”; “Did you use a new needle at that time?”; “How many people shared that needle?”, “How was it cleaned?”; “How many times do you fix?”, “What percent of the needles that you use are shared?”, and “What percentage of needles would you share if there wasn’t a needle exchange program?”

Sero-prevalence study

In order to carry out an HIV sero-prevalence study of the Streetworks participants, 100 volunteer subjects (not necessarily the same individuals who were interviewed) were anonymously tested for the presence of HIV. For safety reasons it was decided to test for HIV using saliva samples. The sampling procedures were similar to those used in the behaviour survey, although sampling was carried out about two months later. Subjects were not paid to participate. The results of saliva testing were not linked to those of the behavioural interview. Approximately 50% of subjects who were asked to give a saliva sample did so. Some who refused said they would do so at a later time (and perhaps did) but as the testing was anonymous and was carried out by four different staff members, it is impossible to say if they did. Of note, 8 individuals refused to take the test saying that they already knew that they were HIV positive. It cannot be said for sure that these individuals were HIV positive.

Saliva specimens were collected using the Saliva Sampler (Saliva Diagnostics Systems Inc., Vancouver WA) and transferred to a tube for storage. The samples were transported to the Alberta Provincial Laboratory in Edmonton for assessment. Samples found to be positive were sent to the Ontario Provincial Laboratories for confirmatory analysis.

Program costs

Annual data on the cost of running the program were obtained from Streetworks’ financial records and were organized in a manner described in Wright-de Aguero, Gorsky and Seeman. We included Streetworks’ expenses as well as the forgone costs of unpaid volunteers and donated facilities. All costs were assigned to one of five Streetworks program areas — needle exchange, condom provision, nursing, education and research, and administration/overhead. In the cases of nursing resources, allocation was done on the basis of time spent in each program/service. We assigned all fixed Streetworks administration/overhead costs to the needle exchange program (i.e., as costs which would be required to operate a stand-alone needle exchange component). In order to operate its programs at its current level of service, Streetworks is dependent on volunteers who usually assist in manning the van. An oppor-
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<p>| TABLE II |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics of Intravenous Drug User Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 48% of respondents were male, 48% female, and 4% transgender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 66% considered themselves to be native - 38 treaty, 28 Metis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Age: Mean 34.6 (SD 9.19), Range 19 to 61 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Years injecting: Mean 12.87 (SD 8.0); Range 0.2 to 34 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Age started injecting: Mean 21.7 years (SD 8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th percentile - 15 yrs, 50th percentile - 19 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th percentile - 26 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Drugs “usually used”: Cocaine (53%), T &amp; R’s (49%), Heroin (6%), Speed (5%), Morphine (5%), others (4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ECONOMICS OF STREETWORKS’ NEEDLE EXCHANGE

Rate of HIV transmission

The rate of transference of infection for accidental needle-stick injuries has been estimated at between 0.2 to 0.4 percent. Presumably the transmission rate among IDU sharing contaminated needles should be somewhat above those of accidental needle-stick injuries where the needle isn’t purposely put into a vein, but less than that of regular transfusion of contaminated blood. Alcabes and Friedland17 and Friedland and Klein18 cite a rate of transmission of 0.5% per contact. We use 0.5%.

Needle use predictive model of program effectiveness (HIV infections averted)

We developed a model of program effectiveness, adapted from the circulation equation of Kaplan and O’Keefe.7 Our equation, shown in Table I, has three components. The first (I x N x s x d) is the number of needles which are not cleaned and shared with at-risk (uninfected) persons. The second component (q x t) is the percent of at-risk injections which result in a new infection. The third component (m) is the number of sharing partners per shared needle. This is expressed in exponential form because its effect on q x t is multiplicative; however, if there were only one sharing partner per needle, then the transmission factor would only be q x t. This model is based on the measurable variable – the number of needles in circulation – and the assumption that each needle is used in one sharing session. We also assumed that no selection takes place in who does the sharing and that the behaviour rates and infection rates from the samples were the same for all individuals who used needles from the program. To the greatest extent possible, we sought to obtain values for the variables directly from the Streetworks program and population. The equation was estimated using two different variables for the variable named “x” – the number of needles that are shared: these are the estimated actual values and the projected values if Streetworks (or some facsimile) did not exist. The outcome of the effectiveness equation is the number of new infections occurring in a year.

Program cost effectiveness

Cost effectiveness is the net difference in program costs with and without the program divided by the net difference in new HIV infections. We examined the operations of the Streetworks needle exchange program for only one year. A cost-effectiveness analysis was carried out for the base case and for alternative assumptions to determine sensitivity.

RESULTS

The results are reported in sequence.

Results of behaviour survey

Results of the client survey are summarized in Tables II and III. As can be seen from Table II, the program serves a group of individuals who generally speaking are long-term heavy drug users and many of whom are Aboriginal. There is considerable variation between persons in the reported number of needles consumed, suggesting that one might not be dealing with a single population. The interviews pointed to differences in drug of choice (cocaine versus Talwin and Ritalin). While most individuals routinely used new needles, there was some indication of slippage.

With regard to the perceived effect of the program on needle use (Table III), intravenous drug users reported that they would use approximately three times the number of used or shared needles (12:34) if the needle exchange program were terminated. As well, 8% of the IDUs reported using a used needle the last time they injected, which was our best estimate of sharing. Putting these two findings together, we concluded that the percentage of shared needles that would be used in the absence of the program was 24 (i.e., 3 x 8%).

Sero-prevalence testing

Sero-prevalence testing of 100 individuals indicated that there was an HIV infection rate of 7% in the sample tested. During the sampling, 8 individuals refused to be tested saying that they already knew that they were positive. If these individuals were accepted as being positive and added to the sample, the rate would increase to 15 out of 108 or 13.9%.

Program cost

Streetworks’ costs are shown by program in Table IV. The annual cost of the needle exchange program is $194,916. These are the costs which would be required to maintain the program at its level of 1997 if it were a stand-alone entity; they include all of Streetworks’ administration costs, operating costs of the needle exchange program, and the costs of volunteer or donated services which are dedicated to the needle exchange function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Needle Exchange</th>
<th>Condoms</th>
<th>Nursing</th>
<th>Education/ Research</th>
<th>Administration/ Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personnel Equipment - van</td>
<td>$50,001</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$25,518</td>
<td>$25,764</td>
<td>$16,361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needles</td>
<td>$79,206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condoms</td>
<td>$1,924</td>
<td>$26,732</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doughed</td>
<td>$28,032</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,924</td>
<td>$25,764</td>
<td>$33,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$161,087</td>
<td>$26,732</td>
<td>$37,538</td>
<td>$900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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be 10.1 infections with the program and 30.4 without the program. Program effectiveness was therefore 20.3 new infections.

**Program cost-effectiveness**

Using the base case assumptions, we estimated that the cost per HIV case averted for one year was $9,537.

**Sensitivity analysis**

We conducted sensitivity analyses based on possible alternative values for each variable. The values which were used were for the HIV prevalence rate (0.14) to account for respondents who, though refusing testing, claimed that they were HIV positive; for the proportion of shared needles (0.03) based on the answer to a less direct question; for the number of sharing partners per shared needle, based on the lowest possible value for this variable (1.0); and for the estimate of the number of times that more sharing would occur due to the absence of the program (2 instead of 3). The highest value of cost per HIV case averted under any of these alternative assumptions was $25,568 (if 3%, rather than 8%, of needles were shared.)

**DISCUSSION**

Our results indicate that a program cost of $9,537 is associated with a one-year delay in contracting a case of HIV. We do not know whether this deferral will buy time until IDUs change their drug-using behaviour; because the population is so young, behaviour change in the future is a possibility. However, even if the needle exchanging results in the delay, rather than avoidance, of HIV infection, the continuation of the Streetworks program is fully justified on economic grounds. If the needle-exchanging activity were to continue for 17 years, which is the expected remaining survival time for a person who has just contracted AIDS, the present value (annual cost = $9,537, discount rate = 4%) of this activity would be $116,024. This is less than the present value of a case of HIV/AIDS, which is $150,000. Therefore, the Streetworks needle-exchange program results in net savings and fewer AIDS cases, and is therefore a dominant strategy.

Our base case analysis was conducted with conservative assumptions and our results were robust under alternative model specifications. As well, we ignored factors which would militate in favour of the program: the concomitant avoidance of the spread of other types of disease (hepatitis) and of secondary transmissions of HIV through sexual contact. At the same time, we should recognize that the Streetworks’ population is made up of very active users in comparison with other populations: 2,000 needles per person per year as compared to 700 as cited in Caslyn, Saxon, Freeman et al. 23 This is a consideration in generalizing to other programs.

The use of self-reported estimates of drug use behaviour, while inescapable, has considerable difficulties. Individuals simply may mis-report their use of drugs and how their behaviour might change in the absence of the needle exchange program. We have attempted to determine more accurate estimates of needle sharing by asking for the same information in several different ways. We asked interviewees how their behaviour might change in the absence of the needle exchange program, and how much sharing took place for IDUs outside of the program (which they were aware of). The results were similar (see Table III). Nevertheless, we should be aware of the possibility of exaggerating effects.
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